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The real COI/ bias



Objectives:

Sleep in the ICU overview

(some of) The ‘real’ reasons we administer sedatives

Hypnotics (not all drugs) and their effects on sleep

Alternatives to pharmacological approaches



Sleep in the ICU



Sleep in the ICU overview

 It’s abnormal

– Sleep deprivation

– Sleep disruption

– Abnormal sleep architecture







Contributing factors

 Pre-existing pathology

 Anxiety, pain

 Circadian rhythm abnormalities

 Cytokines 



Poor sleep means

 Immune abnormalities

 Hormonal dysregulation

 Pulmonary mechanic changes

 Neurocognitive disadvantages

 Higher infection rates



Pharmacological intervention

 With a step back



Why would you administer 

sedation?

 Reassurance 

– Feeling safe Journal of Nursing Scholarship. 32(4):361-7, 2000

– Information, orientation, cognitive abnormalities American 

Journal of Critical Care. 9(3):192-8, 2000 May



The reasons for administering 

sedation

 Ventilator asynchrony

 Sleep induction







Ventilator (a)synchrony
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Figure 1 . Measurement of breath-stacking asynchrony 
index (AI) and tidal volume. Ventilator flow/time and 

pressure/time waveforms were recorded and analyzed to 
detect breath-stacking asynchrony. A stacked breath was 
defined as a subsequent inspiratory flow triggered before 

any complete expiration. AI was calculated as the ratio 
between the sum of stacked breaths divided by the sum 
of stacked breaths and normal breaths recorded during 

the same period, expressed in percentage. In this 
example, AI was 50%. Tidal volume was measured using 
the computer software as the calculation of area under 

the flow/time waveform.
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Figure 2 . Study flow chart identifying the 
number of patients screened, eligible, 

enrolled, and analyzed.





Does asynchrony worsen sleep?

 We don’t know how much



Sleep in the ICU



What about making icu patients sleep?



Can we give him something?



Pharmacological sedation



Sedative options



Standard sedatives





BZD concerns







More sedative options



propofol





What about delivery?



• 22 patients with RASS levels -3 to -5 at least once a day

• Circadian rhythm appeared preserved (melatonin)

• Circadian timing very disturbed, with phase delay

• Normal features of sleep could not be identified; 

• REM occurred in only 2 patients

• Normal features of EEG typical of sleep/wake states were completely 

absent



 22 patients on midazolam

 RCT DSI vs. infusion

 DSI group’s stage 3 & 4 NREM longer (6 vs 0 minutes, P=0.04) 

 REM longer (54 vs 0 minutes, P=0.02)

 total sleep time at night shorter (7.3 vs 8.7 hrs, P=0.047) 

 Arousal frequency higher (4.4 vs 2.2/hr, P=0.03) 

 All MV patients had abnormal sleep architecture

http://www.scopus.com/record/display.url?eid=2-s2.0-79957914054&origin=inward&txGid=10B21FD2918042C08FCAA973A652738F.WXhD7YyTQ6A7Pvk9AlA:37#corrAuthorFooter


opioids



What about dexmedetomidine?



dexmedetomidine





So how do we help ICU patients sleep?



Sleep promotion

 Patient-specific interventions to manage pain and promote 

sleep include reducing environmental noise and light (e.g. 

provision of ear plugs and eye masks), clustering of patient 

care activities, and relaxation techniques such as music, 

massage, and distraction. 







What intervention should we consider?



Rcts of insomnia approaches





Wrap up:

Sleep in the ICU is fragmented

Mechanical ventilation contributes

Hypnotics probably harm and do not promote ‘normal’ 

sleep

Patient-centered non-pharmacologic approaches 

should be our starting point



Thank you


